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ABSTRACT
Rapid response to pressing societal and business challenges requires consortia joining forces to
focus their resources including specialist skills, knowledge, methods and data. The formation and
maintenance of the required collaborations depends on rules that cover ethical, legal, privacy and
business issues. As complexity and scale grow, maintaining compliance and understanding becomes
very difficult. This pushes collaborations to polarized extremes, everything public or everything private.
We propose that computer support for rules will ease the burden on the people and enable more
sophisticated forms of collaborations. This requires a (semi-)automated framework incorporating
diverse stakeholders to shape the rules, govern their interpretation, and deliver unbiased diagnosis
and mitigation of conflicts. Its robust depends on formalisation of rules crossing organisational
and technical boundaries, enabling automatic composition and modification of rules propagated
through multi-input-multi-output cross-boundary data flows. This requires a research campaign
with sufficiently diverse contributors. We report two case studies to clarify requirements, and then
reshape the requirements for building the framework. Our early prototype suggests a direction for that
research. This will underpin future systems supporting agile, extensive and sustainable collaborations.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy; • Social and professional topics
→ Computing / technology policy.
KEYWORDS
data policy, cross-boundary collaboration, data governance
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INTRODUCTION
Large-scale collaboration between independent institutions is increasing in importance in a wide range
of endeavours. In those collaborations, data sharing and data governance are crucial for success and
sustainability. Many tasks depend on flexibly sharing data, which is only permitted if all stakeholders
believe their constraints on its use will be respected. This requires them to trust that their rules will
not be broken in other parts of the federation or by future users. As citizen science and Internet of
Things (IoT) become more pervasive, sustainability and agility will be even more pressing. We can not
expect everyone to repeatedly invest time in finding, reading and understanding the data use policies.
To handle ethical or regulatory issues, existing research covers general discussion [9, 12, 13], legal or
regulatory requirements and actions [2, 19], and computer-supported compliance handling [6, 11, 14].
Even though research has been carried out in building a digital data market [4], there is still limited
support for writing and handling cross-institutional data policies. This diminishes the agility of data
sharing and collaboration between different bodies. The consequence is polarization, where data
policies are invariably pushed to one of two extremes:
(1) no or minimal policies for data use, sometimes called “Open Data”;
(2) strongly restrictive policies granting limited access after training with enforced constraints.
In practice, although the essential requirements lie between these two, the lack of support forces data
governors to choose the restricted option to avoid any risk. This issue is worsening as collaboration
needs to be more pervasive and agile but the time spent on agreeing or respecting data use policies
under current models ends up taking a significant proportion of the time and effort, inhibiting needed
developments. This also exposes the problem that communication between the data providers and the
data users is not well-established. For data-users aiming to achieve specific goals through collaborative
R&D, policies are hard-to-find and hard-to-understand. Their need to focus on the task at hand is a
common reason why even those most willing to comply fail to comply with data rules.
Therefore, the need for computer support to handle the ethical and governance issues for data
has emerged. Existing research demonstrated computer support for intra-institution compliance is
feasible, and we argue that it is also feasible for cross-boundary data-policy handling. Computer
automation for data rules is unlikely to replace human effort completely, but it can significantly
reduce the effort needed, increase the levels of compliance, and improve trust. Many ethical concerns
will automatically vanish with sufficient encoding of policies and automatic process matching for
declassification – computers will not be biased given unbiased directives.
CASE STUDIES
In this section, we present two cases representing different types of restrictions in data policies and
demonstrate why the current practice does not work well. A summary is presented afterwards.
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Climate data

1 Mainly

distributed through the Earth System
Grid Federation.

The global infrastructure and rules for sharing climate data has a long history with careful governance [5]. Successive campaigns coordinated among research centers, often including downscaling
from these and regional analyses of observations lead to data that is open to the public1 . One aim is
applications for using the data for public welfare, e.g. mitigating hazards.
These uses include influencing infrastructure planning, helping farmers plan crops and assessing
insurable risk. They are often delivered via paid-for services permitted provided the sources of the
data are properly acknowledged. Those running the services mix commercial-in-confidence data with
the public data and need to maintain those confidences. Problems arise when they use the source’s
established authority without properly communicating the uncertainties. Even worse, they may use
that implicit authority but distort the implications of the data for financial gain – in one case, a
flood risk was deliberately understated in a map ostensibly derived from a regional severe Alpine
precipitation hydrology model – undermining the model’s reputation. To reduce misuse, mechanisms
are needed to track data use and compliance with a data-authority’s policies.
Healthcare data

2 www.isdscotland.org/Products-and-

Services/eDRIS/

Healthcare data include patients’ private information, making them inherently sensitive. Strict rules
are imposed on researchers using such data e.g., to develop precision medicine [1, 8, 18].
As an example, the electronic Data Research and Innovation Service (eDRIS)2 of Public Health
Scotland enables the use of data from the National Health Service for research purposes through a
rigorous approval process [15]. This is initiated by a researcher submitting an application detailing
the structure and size of data they require and how its use will deliver public benefit. Applications
are approved by the Public Benefit and Privacy Panel for Health and Social Care, which may impose
additional constraints, restrictions and requirements on the use of data. The researcher is required
to attend training on private and ethical use of data. They then gain access to a protected virtual
environment, a so-called data safe haven, where the data and approved software are placed. The
panel must also approve any export of research results from the data safe haven, and may impose
restrictions on its use and publication. Conformance is manually validated by a member of eDRIS
attached to each project.
The entire process is very time-consuming. A lot of time is used for non-project related tasks, such
as training, writing reports and waiting for decisions and data release. As another example, even
though there are known automated methods for anonymization, e.g. averaging over a certain number
of data points, the NHS always requires manual review of anonymized data and approval by the
panel. There does exist some work on improving this, e.g. [17], but the general protocol for doing such
research has not changed.
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Emerging requirements
Several requirements are emerging. First, open data still require policies easily found and understood.
Compliance is required in the same way as for private data. Second, derived data is normally governed
by the same rules as the original data, but sometimes revised rules derived from the original ones and
the processing may apply. This poses two requirements: identify the derived rules, and propagate
them with result data. Third, automated compliance is possible for certain tasks, e.g. declassification.
SOLUTION VISION – A SEMI-AUTOMATED FRAMEWORK
The situation can be significantly improved with an appropriate computer-supported framework. Its
design should meet the following requirements:
(1) Providers trust that their rules will be effective and start using more sophisticated rules;
(2) People who intend to comply with the rules will be well-informed e.g., by appropriate prompts;
(3) Rules that need to be adapted to meet new needs, e.g., legal changes, are propagated effectively;
(4) The rule language needs also to be understandable by humans and support auditing.
Given these requirements and building on current research, we propose a framework:
• A computer understandable and actionable formal language to describe the data use rules /
policies (actionable [6, 11], expressive [7], formal [16]);
• A corresponding mechanism to propagate and dynamically apply rules where necessary, and
modify them when data processing combines or changes the data ([10, 14]);
• A standard protocol to associate and retrieve data and its policies (e.g. [3]);
• A way to verify that the framework or reasoning is executed correctly (e.g. [20]).
Since different data will be combined, processed and propagated to different downstream uses, the
framework also needs to be able to combine, change and apply the data policies to all potential users,
in multi-input-multi-output data flows. This is the weak point for most existing research, whose
designs often only consider single-input situations or their output is no longer checked. Our prototype
language and system, reported in [21], demonstrates the potential of such a language. The work takes
provenance as source, and our current work provides a formal foundation for the language.
In addition, the potential change of rules can be previewed by using the reasoner to check if the
effect is as expected. The data governor, e.g., to respond to changed legislation, can then decide
whether to deploy the changes (propagating it to subsequent data use) or make further revisions.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we presented the challenge of maintaining ethical and legal compliance for data in
multi-bodied collaboration environments. Based on two brief case studies, we argued that a computersupported approach is where the future lies, and outlined the key aspects of such a framework.
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If the necessary R&D is completed, within five years, data providers and users will describe and
discuss the data policies supported by such a framework, and carry out their research with confidence
that the data use policies will be complied with. This will convince a larger audience of its advantage,
and pave the way for incremental adoption and improved data-use rules that better serve diverse
stakeholders’ interests. Automation will only help, the rules and compliance with rules will remain a
human responsibility. We hope others will join us in addressing this challenge.
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